
 

RNA quality control system goes awry in
frontotemporal lobar degeneration
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Increased number of C9orf72 repeat RNA foci (aggregated RNA) in a patient-
derived cell with reduced expression of an RNA exosome component. Credit:
Yuya Kawabe, Kohji Mori
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Researchers at Osaka University have identified a fault in the RNA
quality control system of cells that leads to the haywire production of
toxic proteins in frontotemporal lobar degeneration and amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (FTLD/ALS). Their new study, published in the EMBO
Journal, shows that an abnormality of the C9orf72 gene produces toxic
proteins that hinder the cells' ability to destroy defective C9orf72 RNA,
which leads to the buildup of more toxic proteins. Ultimately, this
creates a vicious cycle that accelerates the disease process.

The incurable neurodegenerative disorders FTLD and ALS share genetic
features, including their most common genetic cause: an expansion of
the repeating portion of the C9orf72 gene. Cells use DNA codes to write
instructions for manufacturing new proteins in the form of RNA. In
C9orf72-associated FTLD/ALS, the repeat DNA is transcribed into
defective repeat RNA, which clusters in the cell and manufactures toxic
proteins.

"Repeat RNA can be toxic itself and is the source of highly toxic protein
. So reducing repeat RNA could be a therapeutic option in FTLD/ALS
caused by this genetic abnormality," says Kohji Mori, corresponding
author of the study.

The researchers used cellular models to investigate the RNA exosome,
the system responsible for destroying defective RNA. Damaging
EXOSC10, a key player in the RNA exosome, increased the
accumulation of repeat RNA and its toxic protein products. Cells with an
accumulation of the toxic proteins showed EXOSC10 function going
awry. The researchers confirmed the findings in cells derived from
patients with the disorders, solidifying the RNA exosome as the site for
degradation of pathogenic C9orf72-derived repeat RNA.

"The RNA exosome works to degrade the defective RNA until it
becomes swamped by inhibitory effects of the toxic proteins, initiating a
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downward spiral that may exacerbate neurodegeneration in
C9orf72-associated FTLD/ALS," says lead author Yuya Kawabe.

Typically, a DNA code is read in one direction, but the repeat expansion
in C9orf72 is bidirectionally transcribed. The researchers tested RNA
transcribed from both directions, referred to as sense and antisense
RNAs. Both RNAs accumulated, produced toxic protein, and were
degraded by EXOSC10.

The findings provide a look into the machinery that drives disease
progression at the cellular level. People with FTLD/ALS have few
options—no treatments can prevent FTLD/ALS, cure it, or even slow its
progression. But this new understanding of the pathological process
opens up avenues to explore for therapy options.

The article, "The RNA exosome complex degrades expanded
hexanucleotide repeat RNA in C9orf72 FTLD/ALS," was published in
the EMBO Journal

  More information: Yuya Kawabe et al. The RNA exosome complex
degrades expanded hexanucleotide repeat RNA in C9orf72 FTLD/ALS. 
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